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L
ocal governments throughout the state of Indiana, like many of their business 
counterparts, are facing extreme challenges. At the top of the list is providing 
increased services at reduced costs.
 Not possible, you say? Not easy would be a better description. But doable – 
with a valuable tool in place to help in the High Performance Government Network 
(HPGN). Through mid-November, 14 Indiana cities and towns or counties were 

working at various levels with HPGN. While that number will undoubtedly expand, why haven’t 
more come on board in the first year of the not-for-profit program? Their reasons:
•  We don’t have any money. In reality, it doesn’t take a lot of money to eventually save a lot. 

Depending on the size of the community, a three-year membership commitment ranges from 
$500 to $15,000. HPGN President Ryan Chasey says most cities and towns are under the 
$2,500 level. Another option is a community-based model (see the Muncie example below).

•  We don’t have time to do anything else. Chasey explains, “We show people that it’s a 
support function, not an additional function. It’s a way to make all those other things you are 
already so busy with work better.”

•  How do I know this will make a difference in my community? Fort Wayne was able to take 
more than $30 million (more than 10%) out of its base budget by using high-performance 
tools. At an estimated 5% savings, Indiana municipalities and counties, for example, could save 
nearly $670 million combined (see chart).

 “The challenges (for all communities) are largely the same, just on a different scale,” states 
Chasey as HPGN works with large cities from Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and South Bend to 
smaller communities like Kendallville, Danville, Brazil and more. “We want to help produce 
savings right away, but more importantly we want to put in place organizational tools that will 
(years down the road) result in cutting costs and improving services.”

Business leading the way
 Chasey worked closely with former Fort Wayne 
Mayor Graham Richard, the architect of the city 
government’s cultural and performance changes 
during his two terms in office from 2000-2007. The 
always energetic Richard, an advisor for HPGN, 
demonstrated the successes his administration had 
for Muncie and Delaware County officials during a 
presentation in early November and explained how 
they can achieve similar results.
 “Muncie is a unique model, what I call a 
community-based performance effort,” Chasey reports. 
“The local chamber, regional economic development 
organization, Ball State University and the business 
community all stepped up to make sure there was 
community participation. Mayor (Sharon) McShurley 
(elected in 2007) has been great to work with.”
 A $50,000 grant has been received from the 
Ball Brothers Foundation for a six-month program. 
All government entities in the county are eligible to 
participate in planning and training. Each local 
government organization will be equipped with a 
detailed performance plan developed by their leaders.
 “That effort has moved quicker because the local 
business community was so outspoken,” Chasey 
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Network of Success
Governments Benefit From High-performance Tools

Potential High Performance Government Savings
Indiana Unit 2007-2008 Expenditures Estimated 5% Savings
Counties $5,252,807,996 $262,640,400
Municipalities $8,134,566,048 $406,728,302
Special Districts $1,601,474,881 $80,073,744
School Districts $10,266,907,027 $513,345,351
Total $25,255,755,952 $1,262,787,797
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shares. “My hope is that will be 
a model that will work in other 
places in the state, on a county 
or even regional basis. It will 
involve the leadership of the 
business community, 
foundations, local chambers 
working hand-in-hand with 
local elected officials.”

On the ground floor
 New Haven Mayor Terry 
McDonald, elected to his first 
term the same time as Richard, 
saw how his Allen County 
neighbor benefited.
 “It inspired me to look at 
what we might be able to do,” 
he shares. “When the (HPGN) 
proposal came out, it was a 
little too good to pass up. The 
people running this are the 
hands-on people who were 
making all these things happen 
(in Fort Wayne). It was almost 
like a no-brainer.”
 McDonald, involved in 
local government in a variety of 
roles for nearly 30 years, says the city (with a population of 
14,000) has always operated with fewer employees than most 
others its size. The early phases of the program, however, have 
proven to be beneficial.
 “We’ve been able to identify things that we’re doing good, 
not so good and just OK. We celebrate our successes and 
recognize where we need improvement or where we may need 
to change processes,” he confirms. “I see (the impacts) on 
almost a daily basis, how the department heads think through 
their processes.”
 While the mayor says the city may not have the resources 
to pursue Six Sigma and some other improvement programs, 
an intern in the utilities department is working on his black 
belt in that discipline. “So we’re getting his expertise, and we 
can call and consult with the people at HPGN at any moment.”
 The town of Fishers in Hamilton County is one of the 
fastest-growing areas in the country. Local government expansion 
in terms of employees has been much smaller, requiring high 
levels of performance, according to town manager Gary Huff. 
While the local council is putting together its strategic plan, he 
is working with HPGN on the management operation plan that 
will serve as the implementation tool.
 “The thing most appealing to me is there is an actual 
map, a way to evaluate what you’re doing,” Huff offers. “I’ve 
been dealing with that high-performance concept for a few 
years, but there was never a way to tell when you reach that 
point. This actually has a checklist of steps you need to do to 
get there.”

 Huff anticipates a move 
toward a high-performance 
culture, “whether it’s teamwork 
or looking at process we do on 
a day-to-day basis. It’s all about 
providing services. That’s why 
we’re here. And the expectation 
is to deliver those in as high 
performing a fashion as 
possible.”

Continuing the progress
 Chasey says that while 
most communities have a 
variety of planning processes in 
place, he has yet to find one 
with a strategic performance 
plan. The mission of HPGN is 
to help achieve that, from 
establishing that culture and 
gaining employee buy-in to 
the practical steps needed to 
realize results.
 “Local elected officials 
want this. They know it can be 
helpful,” Chasey contends. “To 
help meet those goals, we’re 
going to call on the business 

community – to be part of project teams, to provide leadership. 
 “As an organization, we’re building out the interactive 
membership portion of our web site to be even more of a 
resource for local leaders.” Chasey adds that a surprisingly 
high number of non-Indiana local government people have 
come across the web site and/or inquired about the program.
 He continues, “We’re going to continue to work with 
those early adopters, most of which have plans and metrics in 
place. We’re going to work on expanding to other communities. 
If we build regional opportunities with multiple governments 
working on these problems at the same time, we’ll see 
additional networking functions for local government leaders 
and businesses. A year from now, we hope to point to several 
other regions committed to this effort and achieving success.”
 You can count McDonald among the converts. 
 “I can see this carrying on not just in my time in office, 
but for the next mayor and the mayor after that,” he claims. “If 
it works, it makes good Hoosier sense to continue forward with 
it. I would encourage any community to investigate HPGN and 
see if it fits for them – and I think it will.”

 I N F O R M A T I O N  L I N K

Resources: Ryan Chasey, High Performance Government 
Network, at www.hpgnetwork.com

Gary Huff, town of Fishers, at www.fishers.in.us

Terry McDonald, city of New Haven, at www.newhavenin.org

Ten-Step Approach to 
Improving Performance
 1. Promote a learning organization culture
 2. Build a shared vision
 3. Cultivate systems thinking
 4.  Develop a strategic plan to drive business growth
 5.  Utilize scientific methods (Lean Six Sigma, HPI, etc.)
 6. Provide outcome-based training
 7. Foster strategic partnerships
 8. Share tools and resources
 9. Track results through metrics
 10. Instill systems of accountability
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